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A theoretical in’vastigation Is made of the nmtions and hydrodynamic
loads experienced by V-bettom seaplsnes during the course of a step-
landing Impact. Ih the analysis the primary flow about the iimersed
portion of a keeled float or hull ie considered to Ozc-arin transverse
flow plsnes and the virtual-mass concept is applied to calculate.the
reaction of the water to the mtion of the seaplane. The entire
immersion procass is analyzed from the instant of inltisl contact
until the seaplane rebounds from the water surface and the conditions
required for impact similsxity are diecussed.
x
By treating ths variables of motion and tine as di~nsionless
quantities, it 1s further shown that the variation of these quantities
* Is govezned by a single parsmeter K , ca12ed the approach psram &r,
whfch is a funztion of the trim snd the initial flight-path angle only.
‘Thus,for a given value of K , the respective variations during an
Impact of the nondirmnslonal displacements, velocities, and accelera-
tions may each be represented by a single curve, regardless of what
the seaplan9 properties, attituiie,or inltisl velocity may be. Tnel
use of dimensionless coefficients, by thus taking into acco-untsuch
factors as dead rise, weight, trim angle, emd velocity in accordame
with the laws governing the variation of the mtlon with these
quantities, permits reduction of all ti~ hist=les for tha S-
approach parroter to a co-n basis. As a result, ths nmbsr of
solutions requirel to cover the entire rsnge of seaplan9 end flight
parameters is greatly Lemeased. l?%rthermcre,th9 presentation of
both theoretical ani experhsntal results is si~lified and a basis
is provided for the ready correlation of large quantities of test data
obtained unler diverse coniltions.
Equations me presented from which ths the histories of the motion
and the hydrodynamic loads have bsen salculate~ for a wide rsnge of
con~itlons extending from Impacts alonq shallow flight paths approaching
planing to impacts whare the resultant velocity is normal to the keel.
SoluLionS are alsc presente~ for ths state of motion and the tim corre-
sponding to tha instents c: maximum acceleration, maximum draft, sn~
rebouni from the ‘watersurface.
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An investigation of the effects of chine immersion on the maxi-
acceleration indicates that, for conventional basn loadings and fllght–
path angles, the decrease in_loe&re@ti~ from imm?rsion of the chinas
ip either small or entirely negligible. For higher beam loadings, how–
ever, the analysis reveals that-appreciableload.raductio~ can be
expected.
The results of the investigation are presented in the form of dime-
slonless charts which may be directly used to determine tha water loads ani
the motions of the seaplane at any instant during an impact as well as at
the particular instants of maximum acceleration, maximum draft, end
rebound. Extensive experimental data, obtained in the Langley impact
10basin with floats of 22Z , 30°, and 40° angles of dead rise for a wide
range of conilitions,are presented in support of the theoretical result-s.
INTRODUCTION
In order to provide a mcn?erational foundation upun which to base
water loading requirements for the design of seaplanes, an investigation
of available hydrodynamic impact theories wae undertaken by the National
Advisory Committee for Aeronautics. Ae a reeult o~this study, a critical a
survey of previously published works in tho field was presented in
reference 1, which showed that the former treatments are of limtted
applicability since they are valid only for zero trim Impacts for which R
the resultant velocity is normal to the keel. The mre general equations
obtained by taking into consideration the effects of trim and components
of Dtion parallel to the keel permit the analysis of practical seaplane
impacts for the entire range of initial conditions extending from impacts
along shallow flight paths approaching the planing condition to impacts -
where the resultant moth Is nwmal to the keel.
In the present paper an analysfs is made of the nmtion and hydro-
dynamic loads experienced by a prismatic Y–bottom seaplane during step-
lamllng lmpacte. ?W?=the %1-ationshlp between th..instantanqoushydro-
dynamic force and the displacement
—
, velocity, and acceleration of the
seaplane, the differe~tial equation of mtlon is written which relates -
these wuriables at all timss during the impact. The”entire imersion
process thus specified is analyzed from the Insta.ntiofinitial contact
until the seaplane rebounds from the water surface and a nrmiberof
additional relationships are presented which further.descrfbe the ~tfon
during the course of the impact. Since certain events during the
immersion are of particular interest, the stats of mtionof the seaplane
and the time of occur~nce are also investigated for.the instants of
maxhnum acceleration, mmdmum draft, and reboun~ from the water surface.
.
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From the equations presented it is ..ftu%hershown that the ration
and time characteristics of a step impact are completely determined by
a single pexameter which depends on the attitude of the seaplsne end
the flight-path sngle at the instant of initial contact with the water
surface. This parameter, which may be considered a oriterion of impact
similarity, permits the formation of nondimensional coefficients which
greatly condense and simpl.ify the presentation of the significant
impact vsriables.
The theoretical reeults ewe compared with extensive erperim3ntel
data obtained in the Lsngley impact basin with floats of 22~0, 30°,
and 40° angles of dead rise for a wide range of weights, trim angles,
velocities~ W fli@t-pa~ anglesl
SYMBOLS
r
s
t
v
w
x
hydrodynamic aspect ratio
beam
wetted semiwidth of cross section
hydrodynamic force
acceleration due to gravity .
momentum of fhid within flow plane
wetted keel length
two+iimensional virtual mass
impact load factor, measured
. .()normal to water surface - ~
rise of disturbed surface above level water surface
distance from given flow plane to foremst immersed
along keel -
time sfter contact
velocity of seaphne
weight of seaplane .
distance ~llel to water surface
station
4\.
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Y draft of keel at 8tep, normal
z penetration of given station,
D angle of dead rise
Y fl.igh%path angle relative to
P mass density of water
T trim engle
f(j3) dead-rise variation
to water surface
normal to keel
water surface
@(A) aspect ratio (end flow) correction
Subscripts:
ch conditions at Instant of chine Imrsion
o initial conditions
P parallel to keel
r resultant
s conditions at step
Dimensionless
Approach parameter
sin T
K -008 (T+ 7.)
= an y.
Load-factor coefficient
Variables
.
.
e.
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.
Draft coefficient
l
.d=+[&})”3
5
.,
Draft coefficient at chine inmrwsion
c’wcsch@x-fR%]’3
Time coefficient
.t=.$o(.{y’q@$:2})”3
Vertical–velocity ratio
ANAL.SIS
Basis of Theory
The anslysis is based on the concept (refqrence 1) that the primary
flow about an imersing slender s~pe, ~ch aS a keeled seapl=~ fl~t
or hull, occurs in transverse planes which may be considered fjxed in
space and oriented essentially perpendicular to the keel. Because of
the absence of & satisfactory three+iimensional theory, it is necessary
to treat the nmtion of the fluid in each plane as a two-dimensional
phenomenon independent of the other flow planes. In order b account
for the losses which exist in the three+lhensional case, the total
force on the float at any instant, which is obtained by summ3ng up the
reactions of the fluid in the individual flow planes in contact w!th the
float, is reduced by the application of an end flow (aspect retie) type
correction @(A). The effects of buoyancy and viscosity, which in en
~mpact ere normally small.in comparison with the inertia forces, are
neglected.
6.
The flow process wltldn a particular flow plane begi~]r+when the
keel.of the float penetrates the water surface end enters that plsme.
At;all tlrc.esthereafter, the rcmwntum imperted to the water 1n the
p@ne is determined solely by the growth of the flost”.cross+ec tional
shape intersected by the plane and may be expressed as the product of
the virtual mass associated with the immrsed cross section and the
velocfty of penetration into the plane. In the case of a prismatic
float, the component of motion parallel to the keel, wh~ch governs the
number of flow @anes encountered and thus the distribution of mmentum
between the water dtrectly beneath the float and the downwash behind
the step, has no effect on the mnmtum content.of the fluid withjn
the planes still in contact with the float. After the step has passed
throu~ a given flow plane, however, the intersected cross section
ceases to efist and the plane becomes part of the downwaeh where it
remains thereafter, independent of the subsequent progress of the
impact.
The instantaneous reaction of the fluid contained in a given flow
plane is determined by the rate at which nmnmtum is imparted to the
fluid within the plane. For a prisn=tic float, therefore, the force
contributed by a particular flow plane is independent of the component
of velocity perallel to the keel end is governed solely by the shape of
the intersected cross section and the components of velocity and accel-
eration normal to the keel.
Although the component of velocity parallel to the keel has no
effect on the state of mtion of the fluid within the individual flow
planes acting on a prismatic float, it is nevertheless of great
importance in determining the total force-since it is on6 of the
factors that govern tbe degree of i~r~$om of ti~.!loat-~ a.w~lole
and, therefore, the number of flow planes in cont=t ~th the seaPlane
bottom at any instant. .As a result, the tim history of the mtion of
the seaplane is greatly influenced by the magnitude of the component
of velocity perall.elto the keel and is ‘governednot only by the amount*.
of mmnentum transmitted to the water directly in contact with the floa~
hut by the msmner in which the’nmmmtum lost by the float is distributed
between the virtual mass beneath the keel”and the downwash behind the
i3tep.
The e.nelysis of the impact process is therefore seen to require
the determination, on a two-di~nsional.basis, of the virtual mass
associated with .theimmersed croes sections of the float. The instan–
taneous magnitude.of the two+immsional virtual.mass associated with
a given float cross.sq-ct~on-y be expressed in terms of the mass of
water contained .ina.sem3cylinder of Unjt length co=esponding to the
disturbed fluid on one side of an equivalent plate or ellipse in su&
merged mtlon. In potential flow, since the tirtual =SS of a float
cross section is determined by tie immersed shape, the diameter of the
semicylinder is a function of the penetration z. For curved or
—
.
.
.+
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shaped cross sections, the virtual Mss may%e a.pproxl=ted
WagnerCs expanding-plate analogy (reference 2). Iu
the variation of virtual mass tith penetration calculated
by application of this th~ory was employed in the analysis of impacts
of a scalloped-bottom float. In the case of V-shaped cross sections,
however, if the chlnes are not Immersed, the flow patterns at all
degrees of penetration are mdels of each other end the di-ter of
the associated semicylinder o!?water tilJ be directly proportional to
the penetration. The constant of proportional ty is deterndned by the
dead-rlse angle $. The two-dimmsicmal virtual mass of any V-shaped
cross section rosy,therefore, be defined as
(1)
where the quentity f(6)z represents the r~ius of the equiv~ent
semicylinder of water associated with the immersed shape.
The correction factor representing the reduction in total force
due to fifite aspect ratio in the three+ imensionel case may, for the
present, be written as @(A).
Since the quantities f(i3) and @(A) are const~L duri% ~
impact, their nuuwrical values do not affect the mathematical derivation
or the general solutions of the equations of nntion, which may therefore
be carried out with the foregoing functional notation. In a subsequent
section of this paper quantitative expressions for the dead-rise variation
and the end-flow correction will.be preeented and discussed in order to
permit direct
of the i’orces
during a step
application of the theoretical results to the prediction
end motions experienced by any given V-bottom seaplane
impact.
Resolution of the Problem
Instantaneous force eauatioq.- On the basis of the foregoing
theoretical concepts, the motion of a V+ottom seaplane is analyzed for
the step-impact condition. The analysis applies equa13y to a first
impact or to a subsequent impact occum%ng after the seaplane has
rebounded from the water surface, protided that the ifitial conditions
are taken at the beginning of the impact under consideration. Since
conventional floats and hulls are essentially prismatic for an appre-
ciable distance forward ‘ofthe step, the analysis is carried out under
the assumption that the immersed pert of the float has constant cross
section. The trim of the float is aesumd to remain constant during
the short duration of the impact.
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Figure 1 is a schematic representation of a prismatic float in the
process of immrsion at positiTe trim. ~.water beueath the float is
considered divided inti flow planes whfch =S fixed b sPace ~d
oriented normal to the keel. A given flow plane is s~cified by the
distance s from the foremst i-rsed station along the keel. The
penetration into a fixed flow plane is denoted by z. The penetration
of the step is designated by the di~nsion 2s, which roves with the
float. The draft y is a projection of Z8 norml
face and is ,equd to Z8 COB T.
In accordance with the previous discussion, the
to the fluid in a given flow plane is
h=+ds
2 -z; ~8[($)]=f 2
The reaction of the fluid in the plane to the motion
therefore
dE’ = ~(;)12~~~ +Zfi’)ds
The total force on the flost, which acts normal
to the water sur–
mxwmtum imparted
(2)
of the float is
(3)
to the keel, is
obtained by integrating along the length and applfing the reduction
factor @(A) as a correction for end losses.
Since z =StSn T, the total force on the flost at any instant
is given by
or
P’= @)]2@(A)~T ($+25,) (4)
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Equation (4), which corresponds to equation (22) of reference 1,
provides the relationship between the total force on the flost and the
instantaneous state of mtion. With ~ set equal to zero, this equation
likewise applies to the problem of steady state planing.
Equations of mtion during Impact.- Treating the seaplane as a
free %ody and employing equation (4) IMtit the determination of the
motion character sties of ths impact ~y application of l?etiontssecond
law. The assumption of constant wing lift equal to the wei@t of the
seaplane results In the equation of motion
.
(5)
which expresses the general.relationship that efists among the variables
at any tim during the impact process.
For convenience in comparing the theoretical results with experi-
mental data obtained in laboratory testing, equation (5 ) may be rewritten
In terms of the coordinate system relative to ths water surface. The
transformation of equation (5) requires the application of the rsspective
relationships between ..Zs, z, z and y, ~, ~. From figure lit can
be readily seen that the normal velocity component ~ and the component
parallel to the keel Vp are related to the horizontal and vertical
velocity components * end ~ by the expressions
.
‘P =XCOST- ; sin T
Since the resultant acceleration 1s normal to the keel,
. .
. . Y
z =—
cOS T
and there is no longitudinal accelerateon in the direction
the keel. Thus Vp is at all times constant and equal to
value at contact:
(7)
(8)
parallel to
its initial
‘P =< COST -;o ShT
=jC COST
-jsin T (9)
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Combining equattons (6) end (9) givee
where
K =Vpt~T
= (:-0 ;0 t931 T) Sin T
(lo)
(11)
Substitution of equations (8) and (10), together with the geometric
Y
relationsldp 2s = —Cos T$ in equation (5) resuits In the tramsformed
equation of motIon that relates the mtion Variablas with respect to tha
coordinate systernrelative to the water surface:
Whe t-e
or
i+ C?E1’+‘RfY(’‘K C“s‘)2=0
a= a-”
6 S!II T COS2T
Igtegratian of equation (12a) provides
the draft and vertical veloc~ty:
/Kcos T
(1,)
( 12%3)
the rela~lonship between
KCOST\
The preceding equatio~ apply throughout the Impact process.
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Ik’cnuequations (12a) and (13), it can ba seen that the motion
experienced by the float during em impact is governed by the three
constsnts ()~~ , KCOSTS and jro. Thus, for given values of these
quantities, id~ntlcal float motions will be obtained regardless of the
sepsxate magnitudes of tie primary varlables.
TIM qUSJlt Lty a, wh.tch.l.sdetermined by the shape of the Immrsed
volume, is a factor such that ays represents the Instantaneous three–
dimensional virtual.mass associated with the submerged portion of the
float bottom. The virtual mass is expressed in the form of a half-cone
of water constituting the summation of the two-dimensional semicl.rcular
increments of virtual mass in the !ndividual flow planes and is modified
by the aspbct-ratio reduction factor @(A). !@ magnitude of the
0
constant * therefore determines the ratio of uhe virtual mass at
any draft to the mass of the float.
The expression K cos T represents the vertical component of
veloclty due to motion of the float parallel to ths keel. This compo-
nent, whtch is constant d~-ing sn impact, causes the immersed float
volume for a given displacement of the float in the direction perpe-
dicular to the keel to be less than that whtch would exist In the case
where there is no longitudinal velocity component. As a result, there
is a smaller virtual mass acting on the.float and a loss of momentum
to the downwash behind the step. In an inpact where the resultant
velocity is normal to the keel, since the total momentum lost by the
float Is contained solely within the flow planes in contact with the
bottom, the Imtantaneous velocity at any draft is detemnined by the
ratio of the virtual mass to the float mass. When the path of mtion
of the seaplane 1s inclined to the keel, however, as a result of the
loss o: momentum to the downwash, the ratio of the virtual mass to the
float mass is not alone sufficient to determine the instantaneous
velocity since, in this case, only part of the mmnentum lost by the
float Ls Included within the tirtual mass beneath the float. Thus, as
previously nob-d, although the instantaneous hydrodynamic force is
determined solely by the penetration of the float end the components
of’velocity end acceleration normal to the keel, the tlm history of the
float motion is seen to depend, in addition, on the msnner in which the
momentum last by the float is distributed between the virtual”mass
beneath the keel and the downwash resulting from mtion of the float
parallel to its axis.
Dimem910nlm3s representation of impact characterlst~cs.-Since
the behavior of tll float during sn Impact Ls dependent upn a large
number of variables constituting the float properties, such as weight
and shape, as well as the attitude and state of motion at Inltlel con-
tact, a nondlmensi.onaltreatment of the motion may be employed in order
to decrease the number of independent variables which must be considered.
Thts approach permits the time histories of the seaplane mtions end
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loads for different conditions to be reduced to a comman basis; thus,
fewer solutions are required to cover the enthe range of seaplane and
fllght parameters and the presentation of the theoretical ad experi-
mental results Is shplified.
By rearrangement of the equations of motion, dimensionless variables
may be formed which are related at all instants during the impact by a
single paramter fC, which Is a function solely of the trim end the
initial flight-path angle relat!.veto the water surface. Thus, by
applytng equation (12a), the nondimensional load-factor coefficient Cz .
is shown to be related to the instantaneous vertical-velocity ratio ~/~. -
and the draft coefficient Cd by the expression
(14)()1 + y3 ~+
..
.011/3where y’ y is the draft coefficient and the parsmter ~ is
K COS T
the qusultity
Y. “
The losd-factor coefficient may also be written In the followlng
equivalent forms:
c1 =
.where t~ impact load faotor is defined
.
.
.
.
.
(15)
A
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and also gives the relationship betwsen the load-factor coefficient and
the draft coefficient:
In the precedfng equations
K COS T
K
=—
ip
.
‘o 2
=ysln T COST -s*n T
Y.
(19)
The initial horizontal and vertical components of veloolty are related
to the fligh~ath angle at contact 70 by the e~ression
.
Yo
r=ixuvo
‘o
Therefore
K = cot y. sin ‘rCos T - Si112T
=~~os (T + 7.)
o
(20)
. .
.
.
*
The foregoing equations show that the instantaneousmagnitudes of
the nondimensional variables sre related to each other at all instants
during the course of m Iqact by t~ Par~ter. ~ w~ch ~6 de*~ned
b
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by the initial conditions T a 7.. Since all coefficients at the
Same instsnt are uniquely related through K, the elmultaneous velues
of the draft coefficient end ths load-factor coefficient.may be calcu-
lated for each instant throughout th9 impact by assuming successively
smaller values of the vertical-veloclty ratio +51. By this pI’O–
Yo
cedure the mtlon of the seaplane is defined from the Instant of initial
contact until the occurrence of the rebound from ths water surface.
For a given value of K, therefore, the respective variations
iiuringthe impact of the nondimensional draft cc%fficient, vertlcal–
velocity ratio, and load-factor coefficient may each be represented by
a single curve regatiless of what the seaplane properties,’attitude,or
initial conditions may be. Consequently, a single variation of ti
exists for each of the dimensionless variables representing the state
of motion and the time at sny given stage of the impact. The use of
dimensionless coefficients, by thus tsking inta account such factors as
dead rise, weight, trim angle, and velocity in accordance with the laws
governing the veriation of the motion with these quantities, permits
reduction of all ti= histories for the same approach parameter to a
com?mn basis. As a result, the nwnber of solutions required to cover
the entire range of seaplane and flight veriables is greatly decreased.
Tn addition, the presentation of both theoretical ami experimental
results is simplified and a basis is provided for the ready correlation
of large quantities of data obtaimd under diverse conditions.
A graph af K in terms of the trim end initial flight-path angle
is presented in figure 2. For resesrch purposes, laboratory tests may
be made at ValUOS of K ranging from zero for impacts where the
(resultant velocity is normal to the keel 70 . 90° -~;\ near-vertical—
drop sondition~ to values approaching infinity at the plsning condition.
In smooth water, 70 and T are referred to the horizontal plane. As
indicatei in reference 3, th9 motion af the seaplane in rough water may
be approximated by rotating the axes and taking ths Initial con~itions
relative to the wave surface. Although statistical data showing the
frequency of occurrence of the initial conditions encountered in normal
seaplans operations are, unfortunately, not available, the practical
range of’the approach parameter for conventional seaplanes may be con—
sidered limited to values between 0.2 and 10.
On the basis of the equations presented in this section, figures 3,
k, and 5 show the calculated variation of the motion coefficients
throughout the impact “forseveral values of K. These curves cover a
greater range of initial comiitions than is usually encountered in normal
seaplane operations.
As seaplanes become larger end more flexible, the tim characteristics -
of the mtion during landing becom of increasing significance in dete-
mining the dynamic response of the structure. Similarly, in experimmtal
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research the design of suitable instrumentation is greatly aided by
lmowledge of the tlm!+history characteristiccs of the quantities to be
measured. Because of the nature of the equations of mtion, a direct
analytical solution in terms of time has not been obtained. However,
tke use of numerical or graphical methods for j.ntegratingthe relation-
ships between the variables during the impact permits the ready deter-
mination of the the after initial contact at which each set of the
mot5.oncoefficients exists. The tim may be expressed in the farm of
ELnondimensional time coefficient
or
where
.
.
(21)
The calculation of the time coefficient corresponding to the
simultaneous values of ~/~o, Cd, and CZ whfch exist at any inst&t
during the Wwzmsion completes the determination of the motion charac-
terlstios of the impact. F@ures 6 to 8 show theoretical the histories
of the mtlon veriables from the instsnt of initial contact until the
float leaves the water surface, for several values of R which represent
a wide range of Initial.conditions.
In applying figures 3 to 8 to particular problems involving inter-
mediate values of R, Intirpolatlon of the calculated curves should
provide sufficient accuracy for practical.purposes. The Interpolation
of the load-factor curves may be facilitated by the construction of a
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graph of cl ?—=—
C%ax ‘=
against ~t
fc~ = ‘i-) b be ‘s”’ h
con@nction with curves of Cz and Ct corresponding to the instsnt
of maximum acceleration.
Law B of variation.- The preceding enalyais has shown that the
motion and tine chexacteristics of an impact are completely detezmi~d
by the approach parameter K, which is a function of the trim snd the
initial fllgh+path engle. Thus, for a given value of R, since the
instantaneous value of the vertical-velocity ratio $/$0 determines
oth” Values of th8 r8tfoof ~ir~d ~ss to float m8”s, Cd3 = ~ y ,-3
y w ‘is
()
the load-factor coefficient C~ = - ~ ~X , and the tilm
Yo
()
1/3
coefficient Ct = tyo =# corresponding to the seineinstant, the
respective variations of the dinrmsionless mtion coefficients during
the impact may each be represented by a single curve, the shape of
which is detemnined by K. The quantities ()y and i. maybe
considered to serve as scale factors which permit the reduction of the
variables to a conmon basis.
For a given value of ~, therefore, the absolute values of the
load factor (acceleration), draft, emd ti~ corresponding to a particular
stage of the impact process (a given value of Y/Yo), such as the
instant of maximum acceleration, maximum draft, rebound, or any other
proportional part of the immrsion process, are related to the primary
variables by the fo12.owingsimple proportionalities:
18
The acceleration corresponding
vexies in accordance with
?
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to a givwn stege of tti impact
the relationships:
= Y02
~ -1/3
(6)
a-
a ~(B)] 2/3
* l/3
a
P( ij
= Pi/3
a @in T COS%) ‘1’3
The vertical velocity at any instant is directly pro~rtional to
the initial vertical velocity.
The draft at any given stage of the impaat varies as follows:
ya () .~ 1/3E
cc ~(f!j-
.
@ is independent of the magnitide of the initial velocity.
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The ti~ after contact at which a particular phase of the impact
occurs varies in accordance with the relationships:
cc [@(?jA -1/3
Since the simultaneous values of Cz, Cd, and Ct, for a given
value of ~, are determined by the corresponding instantaneous value
of ilio> it is evident from the form of the coefficients that the ratio
of the drafts at which any two events occur during a given impact (for
example, the ratio of the draft at maxtmum acceleration to the matimum
draft) is independent of the properties of the float and the magnitude
of the initial velocity and is purely a function of R . In a similar
manner, the ratios of the vertical velocities, accelerations, and
times corresponding to different stages of the impact also depend only
on R.
The application of the foregoing proportionalities permits the
determination of simple relationships that show how various combinations ‘
of the instantaneous variables, which may have sigxl-ficencein particular
problems, are affected by variations in the float properties and/or
~rdtial ~onditions.
velues of the motion
As bs already been seen,
and time coefficients are
the simultaneously efif3thg
determined by the instant
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considered as well as by the value of K for the impact. For a
given instant and.a particular value of ~, the variation of several
such ratios with the other pare.mters is @ven by the following
proportional ties:
Y ().2a&J 2/3—uYo~y
2/3
()
LY03*
t
The ratio y/t 1s inr3epencl.entof the float properties. In a similar
manner, the dependence of QRY other combinations of the instantaneous
“variableson the in~tial conditions and float properties may be readily
determined from the form of th9 coefficients. The varlatlon vlth iead
rise, trim, and fluld density may be obtained from the definition of u.
Special Conditions
.
Conditions at maximum acceleretion.– Of primary interest LO the
designer ere the maximum loade to wh5ch the seaplane ~ill.be ~ubJected
during a given impact and.the variation of these loads with the properties
of the seaplane and the flight conditions wh~ch may be expected.
Differentiating equation (1.2a),whjch applles at all instants
during the impact, and setting the third derivative.equal to zero gives
.
t
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an equation that relates the instantaneous load-factor coefficient,
draft coefficient, and velocity ratio at the tiresof maximum
.
acceleration:
.
.
Equating equations (22) and (14) results in the relationship
between the velocity ratio and the draft coefficient at maximum
acceleration:
()6Ky’ ~Y
-=
J’. 2–
()
7y3 ~
or
.
(22)
(23)
(23a)
Yo
By substitution in equation (22), the uwximum load-factor
coefficient may be expressed in terms of the draft coefficient at the
instant of maximum acceleration by .
Y w ‘~’ 3R2~(~j’]2’3[2 - y3(9]2
-—.
‘2(=) ‘k-’y’(*)l’F+y’@)l
(24) ‘
Y.
.
.
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or, in terms”of the vertical-velocityratio at the sam instant, by
Y
.—
io2 ().74 + 6KYoz~YYo 1/3 ‘ (25)
.
.
Combinjng expressions (16) and (23)-results in an equation which
relates the draft coefficient at the instant of maximum acceleration
and the approach parameter ~ :
()#f#3(6K+7)-2
(1+ .)[2 - ,3@9]
The relationship between the
meximum acceleration end ~
or
the
vertical-velocity ratio at the instant of
is obtained by equating equations (16)
( 23a):
(27)
()The Analytical solution of equation (26) or (27) for y3 ~
Y/Y. and substitution j,nequations (2h) and (25) would provide
seperate relationships between ~ and the draft coefficient,
—
.
vertical-velocity ratio,-and load-factor coefficient, respectively, at
the instant of maximum acceleration. However, although equations (26)
and (27) have not been solved analytically, numerical.or graphical
methods may be employed to determine the magnitude of the-veriables at
the instant of madmum acceleration.
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Xn figu&p8 g(a), (b), qnd (c), the calcula~d ~alues of
and Cl at maximum acceleration ere plotted agqin8t IC for
23
Cdt Y/Yo 9
a wide
m.nge of approach conditions. The time coeff!g~gn!:at *W
..
acceleration’ Ct, ‘~h~ch-was cai;ilfiii~ ?~~-giyen Plues qf ~ by
integrating t% relationship bemeeq tpp y~i~~le~ @ the ~ier
previously dipgus%p$ ~~ ~&~ ae ~ @l~$iq~’~f’”K g fi~e g(d).
----
Conditions at -U draf’t.nExplicit solutions may be obtained
for t~”~~~ d~aft”p~fi+ciant @ the ~o&d-$actm coefficient at
maxirnqmdraft a8”&c$$qn@ of”-’~; At the instant of maximum draft,
i=o - “’--”-
-
. ‘TQerOforO,the application of equation (16), gives
Yo
/’ 1 \ /31.—
(28)
In addition to the maximum draft, the maximum
determined from equation (28) by mans of the
wetted keel length may be
Y
substitution Z = —.
sin7
The
obtained
load-factor coefficient at the instant of maximum draft “is
from equation (18):
Calcula.*d @uep Qf ~@ ~i~ coefficient Ct
.. ..r--- corresponding to msximum
draft are pres?gtgd ~n fi~e ?(d).
Conditions at rebom.d.– The impqct process is completed wh’enthe
float ‘finallyleiavesthe water surface and &bo~ds into the air. At
this instsnt, y . 0 and, if the wing lift is still assumed to be
constant emd equal to the weight, y = O. Therefore, by applying
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equation (16), the vertical-velocity ratio at rebound can be related
to the approach psr~ter by the expression
()K* +~Yo
e
K
l+K
=(l+ic)e (30) =
Figure g(b) presents the variation with ~ of the vertical-vel;city
ratio at the instsnt of rebound, as determined from equation (30). The
corresponding time coefficient is shown in figure g(d).
LinrLtingconditions.- Since the approach parameter R may rsnge
between O end ~, it is desirable to determine the limiting values
between which the coefficients of motion at different stagee of the
impact may vary. The condition of R = O is obtained when the flight
path at contact is normal to the keel of the float. Applying
equations (14) and (16) gives the equations of mtion for this case
Y w ‘~s().——“2043Yo ()1+Y3$
lY-—() Yoy3gg_w Y
Y
70
.
(31)
(32)
Since ay3 represents the virtual mass, equation (32) shows that
the sum of the instantaneous mmentum of the float and the momntum of
the water directly beneath the float (virtual mass) is constant through- ‘ “
out the impact end equal to the initia nxmentum of the float. This
OqUality Of ~XU3ntUIUf3XiStSod.y when K is equal to zero. Since the
deceleration of the float in this case is in the sam direction as the
.
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resultant veldcity, the float continues along its original path of
motion throughout the impact. Thus, only the flow planes directly
. beneath the float will be affected by the inmersion and will absorb
aJl the mo~ntum lost by the float. For values of R other than zero,
this relationship does not apply since pert of the nn~ntum lost by
the float will be contained in the fluid left behind as the downwash.
Conibiningequations (31) and (32) permits the load-factur
coefficient to be written in terms of the vertical-velocity ratio or
the draft coefficient:
and
The ti~ coefficient may be directly obtained by integrating
equation (32):
tyo(#3 = Y(#3~+w%?)]
(33)
(34)
(35)
Equation (35) shows that the draft always increases with time.
Thus, while the downwsrd velocity of the float grows smaller as the
impact progresses, a maximum draft is never reached. This result is
further evident from the fact that, since the momentum lost by the
float is contained in the virtual mass alone, an infinite virtual mass
(infinite draft) is required.to satisfy the condition of zero vertical
velocity. This result Is due to the neglect of the buoyant forces
which, because of ths lerge drafts involved, are of greatest inqxn%ance
at very steep flighkpath angles beyond th9 renge of practical seaplane
lending conditions.
.
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Combining equations (32) end (35) gives the relatio~ship between
the time coefficient snd the vertical-velocity ratio:
/\
7’-
Y.“/
(36)
For R = 0, equation (23a)
ratio of the virtual nwss to the
acceleration
permits the ready determination of the
float mass at the instant of mximum
Thus the draft coefficient at
()~3y .$
maximumacceleration is
‘(#’3=(:7’3=‘6*
( 37)
(*)
The vertical-velocity ratio at this instant 1s obtained-from
equation (32):
i. .1 (39)
;0 9
whereas the load-factor coefficient is obtained from equation (31):
(40)
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and the time coefficient from equation (35):
t,o(ify’3 : ($’3(. + *) = 0.7057 (41)
For ~ = O, since a meximum draft is never reached, there will be
no reversal of the vertical motion and the float will never leave tb
water. These results are peculiar to R = O for the reasons previously
stated. At all other values of R, because of the loss of manentum to
the downwash resulting from inclination of the flight path to the keel,
a msximum draft will be attained and the float will rebound from the
water surface in a finite time. For steep impacts (small values of K)
the difference in time coefficient between the occurrence of maximum
acceleration, maximum draft, end rsbound will be large. As the flight
path becomes flatter this difference becoms smaller until, aa the
condition of planing (R =OJ) is approached, there is no difference.
For ths latter condition, the motion coefficients approach the
following limiting values:
lim Cz =Ca
K+ce
For planing with only pertial.wing lift the relationship among the
veriahles may be calculated by setting the left-hand meniberof equa-
tion (12) equal to the load on the water and letting ‘~= Y = O.
Chine immersion.- The foregohg qnalysis has assumed that the
width (beem) of the V-haped float bottom is sufficiently great that
the chines do not become immersed at any ti~ during the impact.
Although this condition is generally true for the flight-path angles
encountered in normal o~ration end the range of ban loadings employed
in current American seaplane desigu practice, some mntion should be
made of the effects of chine immrsion accompanying the greater pens-”
trations which may be experienced with mre heatily loaded eeaplsnes
and/or steeper.flight-pathengles.
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From the precedfng dlacueeion of
the analysie IS Weed, it can be seen
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the physical concepts upon which
that the force exerted on a given
.
.
cross section of the float by the water may be considered to result
from two actions; nemely, ths Increase in virtual mass accompanying the
enlarging flow pattern and the reaction to the acceleration of the
virtual mass @=@wi+%wz ds.)) In any given flow plane, since the
penetration of the chines marks the end of the expansion of the wetted
tidth, in ths absence of a mme rigorous analysis of the flow, further
immersion of the cross section may be assumed to take place with almst
constsnt virtual mase, which results in a decrease In force from that
which would exist if the V-shape had continued to grow in width. In
the case of the three-dimensional float at positive trim, the reduction
In total force should occur gradually as euccesslve Btatlons along the
keel, beginning at the step, become immersed beyond the chines during
the later stages of the Impact.
The pxmibilfty of the occurrence of chine Immersion during a
given impact ana its approximate effeet on the maxhnum acceleration
may be evaluated from figure 4 by comparing the value of the draft
coefficient corresponding to maximum acceleration end the draft coeffi-
cient that would exist at the instant of chine immsrsion. If the wetted
width at the step CS iB taken equal to the width of the effective
plate corresponding to the virtual mass, the rehtionship between the
wetted semiwldth end the drsft is given by
.
C8 = f(B)z8
= f(p)y
C08 T
Thus, the draft coefficient at the instant of chine i-rsion Is
1/3 Csch Cos T
()
Cdch = ~
f(~)
‘csch~~~’1’3
(42)
.
If Cdch is ~eater then the draft coefficient.at winch the maximum
load-factor coefficient occurs, there will not be any decrease in the
maximum load due to chine immersion. However, if Cdch 1s less than Cd
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correspending to the maximm load-factor coefficient, then, for
practical purposes, the meximum load-factor coefficient may be con-
sidered limited to ths value of C2 corresponding to %ch l
Equation (26) permits the determination of the largest values
of ~ (flattest impact conditions) at which a reduction In C~mx due
to the effects of chine imnersion is encountend; that is, the values
of x required to cause the chines to becom imuersed, for given velues
‘f Cdch> at the same instant at which the maximum acceleration is
reached when there is no chine -rsion. For s2.1smaller values of R
(steeper Impacts), ths vsrlation of’the msxinmm load-factor coefficient
with ~, as mdified by chine imwswsion, is determined from
equation (19), by letting Cd = Cdch- The effect of chine immersion
on C~m is shown in figure 10 by the broke-line curves which have
been calculated by the aforementioned procedu~”for several values
of Cd corresponding to a wide range of beem loadings extending from
ch
conventional values to bean loadings considerably higher then thase
employed in present-day design practice.
Evaluation of f(p) and $(A)
Although additional research is still required to define completely
the varlatlon of virtual mass with dead rise in the two-dimnsionsl case
and to establish further the losses due to finite aspect ratio in the
three-dimensional case, sufficient information of both a theoretical
and empirical nature is available at present to petit the application ‘
of the foregoing analysis to V*ttom seaplanes having conventional
dead-rise engles. Analytically, the virtual mass in any flow plane may
bs evaluatei from the results of an iterative solution made by Wagner
to calculate’the force on a two-dimensionalV+hap9 of 180 angle of
dead rise, during immersion at constant velocity. The results for
@ angle of deed rise were extended to other dead-rise angles by
equation {78) of reference 2, which, in the terminology of the present
paper, may be written as
() 2dF= *-1 prczz%s (43)
The virtual mass corresponding to equation (43) may be evaluated
by recognizing that, for co~tant velocity penetration,-the force in a
. given flow plane is due solely to the increase in tirtual mass
accompanying the enlargfng flow pattern. For this condition,
equation (3) becoms
.
(44)
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From equations (43) and (44) it is easily seen that
Thus
is the two-dimensional
The evaluation of
‘(’) =(*-1)
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(45)
(46)
virtual mass satisfying Wagnerts force solution.
the virtual =ss permits the determination of
the rise of the disturbed water surface in the immsdiate vicinity of the
seaplane above the level-ter surface (at infinity). If the virtual
mass in any flow plane is expressed in terms of the semicircular mass
of water corresponding to the disturbed fluid on one side of a plate in
‘ subnwrged motion
c =’f(p)z
where c is the radius of the semicircular virtual. mass and is equal
to the semlwidth of the plate.
If the wetted width of the V-bottom in any flow plane is assured
equal.to the width of the equivalent plate, the equation
r
-=f(lll)tanp-l
z
(47)
gives the geomstricel relationship in a flow plsne between the rise of
the water surface in contact with the float end the penetration of the
float with respect to the umifsturbed water eurface.
.
.
.-
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Equations (43) to (47) are valid only as long as the imersed
. cross section in sny flow plane is a V+hape and do not apply after
the chines become immersed. In the case of V+dwqed cross sections
with chine flare, equation (46) holds until the flared portion reaches
the water surface, after which Wagneras expendf~-plate analogy
(reference 2) may be applied to determine the equatioriof the free
surface at the instant of chine immersion and calculate the increase
in virtual mass with further immrsion. An example of the procedure
for determining the variation of the virtual mass of curved cross
sections with penetration is given in reference 3 for the case of a
scalloped~ottom float.
An approximate correction for the effects of end flow due to
finite aspect ratio may be obtained from the results.of experiments
conducted by Pabst with vibrating plates in water (reference 4). These
tests showed that the factur representing the reduction in virtual mass
for the three<imensional case is clbsely given by the expression
where A is the aspect ratio of the equivalent vibrating plate.
.
For V–bottom floats, if it is ass-d that the end-flow correction”
is determined by the shape of the intersected area in the plsne of the
water surface, then the application of Pabstts data to the keeled
seaplane results in the expression
(49)
Although it is known from unpublished studies of planing data
that the dead-rise and end–flow functions given by equations (45)
and (49) ere questionable for very low engles of dead rise, these
functions have been found to be In rather good agreement with
experimental data obtained in the Langley impact basin with floats
10-
of 225 and 30° snglesof dead rise (reference 5) as well as with mme
recent data obtained with a float of 40° angle of dead rise. Present
indications lead to the belief that the aforemmtioned functions may
not be too fsr in error for angles of dead rise as low as 15°, but
more definite conclusions in this respect must await the remits of
further investigation. It would appear, then, that the functions f(p)
and #(A), as given, should be directly applicable to the range of
angle of dead rise nnst likely to be encountered in conventional
seaplsne practice.
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In view of the fact that the present analysis considers a float
of constant cross section, there may be some question regarding the
effects of the pulled-up bow and afterbody in appllcations ta con-
ventional floats. Although the longitudinal warping of the flost may
be taken into account by nmre complicated equations, it appears that
since conventional floats and hulls are essentielly prismatic for a
considerable distance forwsrd of the step, the bow will not cause any
important deviation of the loads from those calculated on the basis of
constant cross section for normal impacts at positive trim (reference 6).
The afterbody, on the other hand, may exert a zmch “nmrepronounced
influence on the mtion of the seaplane, particularly in kboratory
testing where, as is so=tims the case, the trim of the nmdel may be
fixed at very high positive angles. IJhdersuch conditions the load is
taken almost entirely by the afterbody while the forebody may not
become immersed to any appreciable degree until after the maximum
acceleration has been attained. At the lower trims associated with
step impacts, on the other hand, the depth of step, the keel angle of
the afterbody, and the nlatively high longitudinal velocity apparently
combine to shield the afterbody so that it carries very little load in
comparison with the fore@dy.
In flight impacts, even though the landing approach may be @e
at high trim, the initial contact aft of the step generally results In
a downward pitching of the seaplane to the extent that the main .impact
occurs at reduced trim end corresponds to a forebody impact. The
equations presented may thus be considered to represent approximately
free-flight Impacts at high trim if the initiaA conditions are taken to
correspond with those at the beginning of the main impact.
As a first approach toward the calculation of the behavior of
seaplanes in seaway, the preceding analysis may be applied to rough
water impacts if the initial conditions are defined relative to the
wave surface. For trochoidal waves with large length-amplituderatio,
the wave profile may be simulated by an inclined plane tangent to the
surface at the point-of contact, which serves as the effective frame
of reference for the foregoing equations.. These assumptions.fail to
consider the intemsl orbital velocities and displacemnts of the fluid
particles within the wave g.ndem therefo~ approximate. At best, the
procedure should be applied only to impacts where thq fbat contacts
the wave about halfway between trough and crest for those cases where
the trim is equal to or greater than the slope of the wave. In
reference 3, the application of these approxLmation8_to several rough-
water impacts of a scalloped-bottomfloat yielded calculated results
wh.ich were in fairly good agreemmt with experimental data obtained in
the Langley Impact basin.
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COMPARISON OF THEORETICAL RIENJIJTSWITH ,lEWllRIMENTALDATA
.
The applicability of the theory to seaplane impacts is illustrated
by comparisons with a large quantity of experimental data which has
been obtained over a period of time in the Langley Impact basin. The
tests included a much wider range of trfm and flight-path angles t@n
is usually encountered in normal seaplane opra.tfons. Although part
of the experimental results has been presented in earlier papers
(references 5 to 10), some of the data included in the present investi-
gation have not been previously available. .
A description of the impact basin and Its equipment is given in
reference 7. The test data were obtained in smoth water at fixed trim
with two float fore%ody models, M-1 and M-, which are described in
references 7 and 5. These mdels, which are of all-metal construction,
have lines generally similar to the hulls of conventional flying boats
except for the absence of chine flare. Model B&l has an angle of dead
1°
rise of 2% at the step, whereas model M is of 30° dead rise. More
recent data obtained with a float which has an angle of dead rise
of 40° at the step are also included in the present report. The tests
were run at a number of weights between 1000 and 2700 pounds and
include trim engles ranging from 3° to 15°. The range of fllght-path
sngles investigated included virtua~y all conditions between planing
and vertical drop. Wing lift was simulated by the action of a pneumatic
cylinder and cam device which was designefito apply a constant upward
force to the nmdel equal to the total weight.
During an impact, the rmtion of the float normal to the water
surface was determined by independent tim~story measurements of the
acceleration, velocity, and draft at the step. Several different
NAC!Aaccelerometers were used in the course of the testing. These
ranged in natural frequency from 12.5 to 26 cycles per second. Ths
velocity and displacemmt measurem?mts were made by mans of variable-
resistance slide+ires whose response characteristics have not been
completely determined.
Estimates of the precision of the experimmtal data are tabuhted
in references 5, 7, 8, 9, and 10. On the basis of these values, mmt
of the basic measurements are believed to be correct within the
following llmits:
Horizontal velocity, feet per second . . . . . . . . . . . . . fi.5
Vertical velocity, feet per second . . . . . . . . . . . . . . w .2
Vertical dispkcement (dreYt), feet . . . . . . . . . . . . . @ .02
Accelerations & percent of reading . .. . . . . . . . . . 5 ‘Q -10
It should,be noted that the accuracies quoted refer to xr#aaurementsof
the maximum values attained by the variables during an impact. On the
other hand, masurem?mts of instantaneous values which require the use
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of mre than one record trace, such as the acceleration at the instant
of maximum draft, fnvolve additional errors due to instrumnt lag and
time-correlation difficulties which have not been fully evaluated.
Comparisons between theoretical and experimental time histories
of the draft, veloclty, and acceleration are presented in figures 6,
7, and 8 for a range of contact conditions extending from very shallow
flight paths (K = 10) up to extre~ly steep flight paths normal to
the keel (X = O). A typical seaplane Impact in smooth water at, for
instance, 6° trim, vertical velocity of 3 feet per second, and
horizontal veloclty of 80 mi~ea per hour would correspond to a value
of K = )!.(y). For a high-peed lending at 150 miles per hour, for
example; and the same sinking speed, the flight-path angle 1s reduced,
giving a value of E of 7.6. A landing Into the flank of an oncoming
wave, on the other hand, might correspond to a value of R as low
as 0.2.
Although the dimensionless curves permit the complete determi-
nation of the motion of a seaplane during an Impact regardless of the
properties of the seaplane, its attitude , or the state of motion at
inltlal contact, SOIM interpretation of the results Is desirable.
For impacts at different values of K, since both the load-factor
coefficient and time coefficient are based on the inltlal vertical
velocity, the actual time histories of the load will have the ssnM
relative shapes as the df~nsionless curves if the verticnl velocity
is the mm for each K. Thus the curves shown in figure 8 may be
interpreted as corresponding to different seaplanes landing with the
same sinking speed but with different resultant velocities and therefore
varying flight-path angles. For this case the maximum load for ths
shallow approaches (high resultant velocities) will be greater than
that for the steeper flight-path angles and wI1l be attained in a
shorter time after contact.
On the other hand, a somewhat different Interpretationof the
dimensionless curves is obtained when a particular seaplane landing
over a range of flight=path angles is considered. M this case the
resultant velocity is more or less constant while the sinking speed,
which depends Wgely on piloting technique, may be vsrled to obtain
a range of flight-pathangles. As has been previously shown, the
acceleration at any proportional part of the impact cycle varies as
the square of the Inltlal vertical velocity whereas the corresponding
t~me is inversely promotional to the vert~cal veloc~y. If the
resultant velocity and the trim angle are held cons-t, steeper ~light
paths are associated with the smaller values of K . As K becomes
smaller, the resulting increase in vertical veloctty DXJrethan offsets
the corresponding reduction in load-factor coefficient and increase In
time coefficient. Consequently, the maximum load obtained with-const,ant
.
resultant velocity and trim wI1l be greater t“orthe steeper approaches
than at the low flight-path angles and w1ll be attained In a short,er
time after contact. As a result, the tesL data obtained for ths highest.
r
value of tc shown In the figures (tC= lo.27), which corresponds
to a very shallow impact with low sinkin~ speed, represent masured
accelerations of small magnitude in a region where the accuracy of the
—
accelerometer read,ings is low.
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lt can he seen t%om figures 6, 7, ani 8 that the agreemgnt
between thg eqerimental and calculated time histories is fairly good
throughout almst the entire immrs ion process. Near the very end of
the impact, however, just before the float rebounds from the water
surface, thsre is a deviation which indicates the application of an
external downward force on the flost end causes the rebound to be
slightly delayed. h figure 7, where this effect is mst clearly
visible, the test points corresponding to the instsnt of rebound have
been differentiated by the addition of a flag (>). The extraneous
force is apparently contributed by the test equip~nt end has been
attributed to two factors which take effect after the msxhum draft
has been reached and the float has begun its upward travel: namly,
leakage in the pneumatic “lift” cylinder which balances the weight,
and friction in the dropping mchanism. As a result of the reduction
in hydrodynamic force accompanying the decrease in draft, ths effect
of the extraneous force on the motion of the float is proportionately
greatest just before the float leaves the water surfaoe. On the
whole, it may be said that the discrepancies between theory and teat
data evident from the figures are within the limits of the experi~ntal
accuracy provided by the equipment and instrummtation.
Figures 10 to 13 show how the state of motion corresponding to ths
instants of msximum acceleration, maximum draft, and rebound varies
with ~ . A comparison between the theoretical and experimental times
at which these events occur is given in figure 14. T& test data cover
‘ a wide range of weights, velocities, and flighkpath angles. A flag.(~)
attached to an experimental point signifies that chine immersion has
occurred previous to the instaut represented by the point. Logarithmic
scales have been used in figures 10 to 14 in order to spread out the .
test data and emphasize the differences in the states of nntion and
times corresponding to the various stages of the impact. The extent
of this expansion of the data can be evaluated by a comparison with
figure 9 which shows the theoretical curves plotted on a linear scale.
Figure 10 shows the variation of the maximum acceleration (load),
in nondimensional form, with the approach parameter IC and compares
the theoretical results with experimental data obtained with floats
10
of 225 , 30°, and 40° angles of dead rise. The reduced scatter of the
experimental data for 40° singleof dead rise is due to recent improve—
ments in the instrumentation employed in the tests. The solid curve
represents the case in which the beam of @ seaplane is large enough
so that the chines are not immersed at the instant of maximum accel-
eration. Ths effect of chine immersion in reducing the mximum
acceleratiorris shown by the broken-line curves, which have been cal—
culated by the rethod previously discussed, fOr sever~ vdUes of Cdch
(t~ draft coefficient at the inekt of chine immsn-sion)corresponding
to a wide range of beam loadings. For a given beam loading, the
intersection of the broke-line curve, corresponding to the proper
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value
which
Which
‘f c~h$ and the solid curve determines the value of ~ above
there is no reduction in load. ‘For values of the beam loading
have been in the past commnly used in American seaplane design
.
()wpractice —<1 and normal flight-path sngles, the reduction inpgb3
maxlrmunacceleration due to chine ‘imersion is quite small.
With higher beam loadings, on the other hand, the theory indicates
that an appreciable reduction In losd may be obtained. For a given
seaplane weight, a decrease in beem of 45 percent increases the beam
- loading six times. For a seaplane @th 2$$0 angle of dead rise end a
be- 10S.dillg‘& =6, landing at 60 trim, and 70 = 5°, K = 1.18
- Cdch = 0.311. As m%y be seen from figure 10, for this condition
.-4
a 30-percent reduction in load is indicated. With still higher beam
loadings, even greater reductions me shown by the cyrves. Such beam
loadings are conceivable for hydrodynamic lifting detices such as long
narrow hydroflaps which might be employed as landing gesr on high-speed
aircraft. The use of devices of this type in conjunctionwith high
besm loadings may offer certain advantages since such applications
would not only permit reduction of the landing loads but wwld also .
allow the loads to be transmitted to the structure at fixed attachment
pofnts with resultant alleviation of the necessity of the entire bottom
structure being heavy enough to resist the hi@ local water loads which
might otherwise occur anywhere on the bottom, as is the case with con-
ventional flying boats. Unfortunately, at the present time sufficient
.
data azenot available to verify the theoretical results for the very
high be~loading conditions.
For mm% conventional beam loadings, on the other hand, a large quan-
tity of experimental data does exist, extending over a range of beam
7
loadlng of ~ to 1 and including values somewhat greater then those
currently employed. For the great majority of the test conditions the
reduction in maximum acceleration, in agreement with the theory, 1s
small or entirely absent.
Figure 11 shows the variation with K of the load-factir coefficient
corresponding to-the fnstsnt’of maximum draft. From the figure it.is
seen that this quantity is always less than the value at maximm
acceleration,which occurs at an earlier time after contact (fig. 14).
As might reasonably be expected, the difference in @e loti-factor
coefficient at these two instants is greatest at the high flight-path
.
angles end decreases as the planing condition is approached. Because
of lag in the slide+$re measurements which were used to determine the
instant of maxtmum draftj-therecorded tirm at which thts stage of the
.
impact occurs Is slightly greater than the actual time. As a result,
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the accelerations corresponding to the recorded time of maximum draft
are somewhat lower than the true values. At the low values of IC the
.
experimental accelerations at the instant of maximum draft sre CON
siderably greater than the theoretical values as a cod ined result of
the immersion of the nonprismatic bow section of the float end the
action of the buoyant forces, caused by the large penetrations
associated with the high flight-path angles. This effect is mst
pronounced beyond the range of conditions.applicable to conventional
seaplanes. The importance of the buoyant forces will.be discussed
subsequently in more detail.
The vertical velocitieB at the instants of maximum acceleration
and rebound are presented in figure 12. The positive velocities
corresponding to the occurrence of maximum acceleration show that the
motion of the seaplane is still downwsrd at this instant and that the
meximm draft has not yet been attained. At the instant of rebound,
the seaplane is traveling upward, hence the negative velocities. The
scatter etident in the test data is due to the previously mentioned
lag in the slide-wire system as well as to the difficulties encountered
in correlating the various independent xmmmrements of the rotion which
- required to establish the time at which each event occurs.
.
.
.
.
Figure 13 shows the draft at the instant of ma.ximuuacceleration
in addition to the -U &raft. As might be reasonably expected,
all other condi tfons being eqfil, the greater drafts occur at the
higher flight+path angles. Similarly, the difference between the
msximum draft and the draft at the instant of msximum acceleration is
greatest at the low values of fc and decreases as the flight-path
angle is reduced. As indicated by the form of the draft coefficient,
for a given value of IC, the absolute draft at any stage of the impact
is independent of the magnitude of the initial velocity. This fact is
borne out by the test data which include an eight-to-one velocity range.
Figure 14 shows the tfm corresponding to the instants of maximum
acceleration, maximum draft, and rebound. Here, again, it is seen
that the madmum acceleration is attained before the maxi= draft is
reached, which in turn, naturally takes place before the seaplane
rebounds from the surface of the water. rn Confozmlitywith the results
shown in the preceding fi~es, for the sams sinking speed, a greater
time is required to reach a given stage of the impact process at the
high flight~ath angles than for the flatte~pproach conditions. b
a similar manner, the differences in tim between the occurrence of the
various stages are greatest for the low values of K and become very
small as the planing condition is approached. The experimental factors
which cause the recorded time of,maximum drsft and rwbound to be
slightly delayed have been previously enumerated.
An examination of figure 13 reveals that the msximum draft at low
values of R tends to be sli~tly less than that specified by the
theory. This result is apparently due to the combined effects of
imersion of the nonprismatic bow section and the action of the buoyant
(gravity) forces which cause the downward nmtion of tb seaplane to be
arrested at an earlier ti-. The buoyant forces ere, of course,
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of maxhnum draft than at any other tim during
greatest importance at the high flight-path
greater drafts reached. In addition. because
tti vertical velocitie~ of a seaplane are subject to phyei~sl and
operational limitations, the resultent velocities at the high flight-
path angles are so small as to emphasize still further the importance
of the buoyant forces in comparison with the inertia forces for such
approach conditions. As a result, the experi~ntal accelerations at
max~.mumdraft for the high flight-path angles are greater than the
theoretical values. Furthermore, the effect-of buoyancy at the instant
of maximum draft nmre than overtones the reduction in force due to
chine immersion, which would otherwise result in slightly greater
drafts thti would be experienced if the beam of the seaplane were
great enough to prevent the chines from reaching the water surface.
For the practical range of flight-path angles applicable to
conventional seaplanes, on the other hand, the e+gwement between the
theoretical results and the experimental data indicates that the
buoyant forces are relatively insignificant.
SUW4RY OF RESULTS
Theoretical.- (1) The preceding analysis of the motions and
hydrodynamic 10sAs experienced by aV-bottom seaplane during a step
impact with the water surface has shown that the nmtion and time
characteristics of an impact may be represented in generalized form
by =ans of the following dimensionless veriables:
Load-factor coefficient
Draft coefficient
.
.
.
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Time coefficient
Vertical–velocity ratio
It 18 also shown that the
quantities during an impact is
approach paramter
variation of these
governed solely by
dimene~onless
the mgnitude
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of the
=ETii7y6+70)Sin TK
The approach paramtsr is seen to depend only on the trim and the
flight-path engle at the instant of initial contact with the vatar
surface end may be considered a criterion of Impact similarity. For
a given value of K , the respective variations of the aforensntioned
dimensionless variables may each be represented by a single curve,
regardless of what the sngle of dead rise or weightiof the seaplane,
the attitude, flight-path angle, or initial velocity may be. As a
result, there is a single vsriation with K of each of t@ dimnsi on-
less variables representing the state of mtion and the tim at sw
given stage of the impact.
(2) For a given value of R , the draft, load factor, and.tim
( )
corresponding to a gjven stage of the impact given vslue of 3 are
Y.
related to the primery variables constituting the flost properties,
attitude, and magnitude of the initial velocity by the following
proportionalities:
y’=~@;,;&-JJ’3
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(3) A study of the variation of the hydrodynamic loads experienced
during step impacts shows that:
(a) The maximum acceleration always occurs before the maximum
draft is reached.
(b) For a given resultant velocfty, If the seaplane properties and
attitude remain the same, the accelerations at the high fligh*path
angles are greatir than those at the low fl@ht-path angles and are
attained in e shorter time after contact.
(c) For a given sinking speed, on the other &@, greater
accelerations are obtained at the low flight-path angles.
(d) The difference between the magnitudes of the maximum load-
factor coefficient and the load-factor coefficient at the instant of
maximum draft is greatest at high flight-path angles and decreases as
the planing condition is approached.
(4) An analysis of the variation of the draft dur$ng step impacts
shows that:
(a) As indicated_by the form of the draft coefficient, the
absolute value of the draft at any given stage of the impact is
independent of the magnitude of the initial velocity.
(b) All other faotors being equal; the greatest &rafts occur at
the hl~r flight-path angles.
(c) The difference betveen the maximum draft e.nithe draft at the
Instant of maximm acceleration is greatest at high flight-path angles
and decreases as the planing condition is approached.
.
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(5) An fnvestigationof the time characteristics of step impacts
indicates that:
(a) For a given resultant velocity, if the seaplane properties
and attitude remain the same, a greater tiresis required to reach a
given stage of the impact process at the low flight-path angles than
is required at the high fligh>path angles.
(b) For a given sinking speed, on the other hand, the ti~ to reach
a given sta~ of the impact ie greatest at the high fligh~pati angles.
(c) The difference in the tim coefficients corresponding to the
occurrence of the various stages of the impact (for example, maximum
acceleration, maximum draft, rebound) is greatest at the high flight–
path angles and decreases as the planing condition is approached.
(6) For conventional beam loadings snd flight conditions the
reduction in timun acceleration due to chine imuarsion is either
small or entirely absent. However, for higher beam loadings than
those employed in current design practice
load can be expected.
, considerable reductions In
Experimmtal.- Comparison of the theoretical results with test
data obtained over a wide range of initial conditions with floats
1°
of 223 , 30°, and kOO snglea of dead rise indicates that:
(1) Within the limits of exper~ntal error, the theory provides
a good rsPresen*tion of the motion d ti~ variations during the
entire impact process, from initial contact until the instit of
rebound from the water surface.
(2) For conventional beam loadings and flight conditions, the
effects of chine i~rsion on the mximum acceleration of the seaplane
are either small or entirely absent. For higher beam loadings and/or
steeper flight-path engles, immrslon of the chines, in agreemmt with
the theoretical results, appears to cause appreciable load reductions.
(3) For hpacts within the practical range of flight conditions
encountered in normal seaplane operation the effects of buoyancy are
small. At extremely high flight-path angles, on the other hand,
because of the large drafts reached and the fact that the sinking speeds
are subject to physical and operational llmitationa, the effect of
buoysncy on the state of nmtion at the instant of maximum draft is
appreciable. Even for such steep flight paths, however, the buoyant
forces do not become important until after the maximum acceleration
has been attained.
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A theoretical investigation has been made of the motions and
hydrodynamic impact loads experienced by V-bottom seaplanes for the
step-landing condition. The analysis shows that the nmtion and time
characteristics of an impact may be represented in @neralized form
by mans of dimensionless variables respectively designated the load-
factor coefficient, draft coefficient, vertical-velocity ratio, and
time coefficient. It is f%rther shown that the variation of these
dimensionless quantities during the course of’an impact is governed
by the _itude of the approach Paramter ?C which.depends’onlyon
the trim and the flfghkpath angle at the instant of initial contact
with the water surface and which may be considered a criterion of
impact similarity. As a result of this generalized treat~nt the
number of independent variables and the number of cases for which
solutions are required are considerably reduced while the presentation
of theoretical and experimmtal results is greatly simplified; thus,
ready correlation of data for the complete range of seaplane and
flight paremtirs is permitted.
The results of the investigation are presented in the form of
dimensionless curves which may be used to predict the behavior of
V-bottom seaplanes at all i,nstantsduring sn impact as well as at the
particular instants of maximum acceleration, maxinnzmdraft, snd
rebound. A comparison of the calculated results with extensive
experimental data obtained at the Langley impact basin with floats
10
winch have 222 J Y“, and 40° angles of dead rise indicates that,
within the limits of experimental.accuracy, the theory provides a good
representation of the seaplane motion and the hydrodynamic loads
experienced during the course of a step-lending impact.
.
.
Langley Memorial Aeronautical Laboratory
National Advisory Conmittee for Aeronautics
Langley Field, Vs., Septeniber26, 1947
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